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SECTION 1 – EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES – 20 marks
Attempt this question.

1

Artists communicate and express their ideas about their subject in
variety of ways. Identify TWO works by different artists that you have
studied. These should be based on similar subject matter and/or the
same theme.
With reference to these works in your answer compare each artist’s
use of:




composition
colour
style and technique

Which of the two works do you find most appealing?
Give at least TWO reasons

10

SECTION 1 – EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES – (continued.)
Attempt ONE question from Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 or Q6.
Read your selected question and the notes on the illustration carefully.

Image for Q. 2

David Martin, Two Pears and an Orange, Oil on Canvas, 2007

2
Everyday subjects are a source of inspiration for many artists. Comment on the
artists approach to the subject matter in this painting. In your answer refer to:




colour
composition
media handling

What is your opinion of this approach to still life painting?
Give TWO reasons.
10

SECTION 1 — EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q3

The Goddess Appears in Newry (1993) Seán Hillen,
Photomontage (28 x 40cm)
3.

This photomontage is based on the civil war in N. Ireland. Discuss how the artist has used
the visual elements to create this image of war. In your answer, refer to:
• composition
• colour
• use of media
What is your opinion on mood and atmosphere of this photomontage? Give two reasons.
10

SECTION 1 — EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q4

No Woman, No Cry (1998) by Chris Ofili,
Acrylic paint, oil paint, polyester resin, paper collage,
map pins, elephant dung on canvas (243.8 x 182.8)
4.

Many artists use interesting ways to communicate emotion in their work. Comment on the
mood and atmosphere of this portrait. In your answer, refer to:
• composition
• pattern
• use of materials
What is your opinion of the artist’s unusual choice of materials for this piece of work? Give
two reasons.
10

SECTION 1 — EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q5

The Bell Rock Lighthouse (1819) by J.M.W.Turner
Watercolour and gouache on paper (30.60 x 45.50 cm)

5.

Artists have always been inspired by the natural world and their surroundings.
Comment on the artist’s approach to the subject of this painting. In your answer,
refer to:
• composition
• colour
• technique.
What is your opinion on the mood and atmosphere of the picture? Give two
reasons.
10

SECTION 1 — EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q6

Doing the Twist (1964) Thomas Hart Benton
Polymer tempera on canvas mounted on panel

6.

Artists often show their interest in people and their interaction with each other in their
work. Look at the above painting and comment on the artist’s approach to depicting the
movement and energy in this scene. In your answer, refer to:
• composition
• colour
• pose
What is your opinion on the atmosphere created in this painting? Give two reasons.
10

SECTION 2 – DESIGN STUDIES
Attempt this question.
7. Designers have to show creativity in their approach to developing designs.
Identify two designs by different designers that you have studied who have worked
in the same design area.
Compare both designs in terms of:




layout
style
target audience

Which of the two designs do you prefer and why? Give at least two reasons.

10

SECTION 2 – DESIGN STUDIES (continued.)
Attempt one question from Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11 or Q12.
Read your selected question and the notes on the illustration carefully.

Image for Q.8

(Back

(Front)

Book Cover for James and The Giant Peach, Puffin Books

1. Graphic Designs often have to convey a message in a memorable way. Comment on
the design of this poster. In your answer refer to:
 colour
 lettering
 imagery
How successful is this design? Give two reasons.

10

SECTION 2—DESIGN STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q9

BMX Folding Bike. (2014)
Aluminium, padded seating, rubber tyres

9. Designers have to design products that will be fit for purpose and appeal to
consumers. Comment on the issues the designers would have considered
when
developing this product. In your answer, refer to:
•
•
•

function
materials
target market.

Comment on the success of this design? Give two reasons.
10

SECTION 2—DESIGN STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q10

The Clyde Auditorium (The Armadillo), created by world-renowned architects Foster and Partners
Materials: Tubular Steelwork, non- corrosive wafer-thin space-age titanium alloy cladding, glass.

10. Designers often develop imaginative designs for familiar objects. Comment
on the
design of this bridge. In your answer, refer to:
•
•
•

form
style
fitness for purpose.

What is your opinion of this approach to design? Give two reasons.
10

SECTION 2—DESIGN STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q11

Nora Fok, (2001) Bubble Bath
Knitted clear Nylon, 22cm/8.75in
11. Jewellery is made and worn for different reasons. Comment on this piece.
In your answer, refer to:
•
•
•

function
style
choice of materials.

Who might have worn this piece? Give two reasons.
10

SECTION 2—DESIGN STUDIES (continued)
Image for Q12

Terry de Havilland (2014) Teal Totem Marky Wedge Sandal
15cm wedge heel
Materials: suede upper with metallic snake-embossed leather, Buckle – fastening ankle strap, gold
tone hardware

12. Designers are inspired by many different things. Comment on this design.
In your answer, refer to:
•
•
•

source of inspiration
colour
pattern.

What functional issues would have been considered when designing this
costume?
Give two reasons.
10

[End of Paper]

